Every business has unique needs and varying pain points on what data matters most.

Continuum Recover provides a foundation that is adaptable to what protection and recovery options best fit your client no matter what the budget. Whether sustaining the confidence and control of on premises to modernizing for cloud, and hybrid on a per-machine basis - Recover provides the means to safeguard critical business data and restore business operations at hyper speed.

Key benefits

**Lower total cost of ownership**
Amplify margins and service efficiency by removing your team from the day-to-day management and refocus resource energy to high impact projects.

**Strengthen customer trust and deliver peace of mind**
Build customer confidence knowing data is protected and can quickly be recovered with industry leading technologies.

**Assurance that recover points will successfully virtualize**
Ensure critical backup integrity so systems can be restored when needed most.

**More options with easier deployment**
Provide backup and disaster recovery options designed for businesses of every size with Continuous Data Protection™ technology, secure and reliable cloud storage options, and 24x7 Continuum NOC support.

**Meet or exceed each clients’ recovery point/time objectives**
Magnify customer satisfaction knowing you can deliver on recovery point requirements no matter what type of environment.

“Data integrity is critical for our customers so our backups have to be rock solid, but our engineers were spending a lot of time monitoring and fixing backups that weren’t working properly. Having Continuum take care of that for us helps us take care of our customers, while freeing a MySherpa resource for higher-value work.”

_Ethan Tancredi_  
President, MySherpa
Continuum Recover For Continuity & For Backup

How we do it better

- Single-source for data protection
- Flexible deployment options across local, cloud, or hybrid
- Continually improved software and service innovation
- Backed by BDR experts in our NOC

Key features

**Advanced data verification**
Tru-Verify™, an advanced proprietary verification process that provides recovery-point-integrity checks coupled with a time-lapse video of entire boot processes for maximum visibility, faster issue resolution and performance assurance when needed most.

**Continuous data protection**
Block-level backup for efficient storage and superior resource utilization, minimizing wear-and-tear and maximizing data availability.

**Secure and reliable cloud infrastructure**
Continuum Cloud, powered by IBM Cloud®, is built with advanced cloud security with 24x7 DDoS prevention and automatic data replication between datacenters.

**Ransomware-resistant solution**
Ransomware is a constant threat across all stored data. Block level AES-265 level encryption to protect and secure data at rest, in transit, and in the cloud.

**Instant virtualization + recovery**
Recovery is measured in minutes—not hours or days—meaning minimal downtime for clients.

**Expert management**
Continuum Assist’s certified NOC technicians handle the day-to-day management, monitoring and troubleshooting of backups so you don’t have to.

Watch a demo of Continuum Recover today
[Continuum.net/recoverdemo](http://Continuum.net/recoverdemo)

Continuum Recover is one of five pillars that act as the foundation of the Continuum Platform and integrated ecosystem. With seamless connectivity to the rest of our Platform, proprietary backup verification technology and hands-on NOC support, Continuum Recover enables MSPs to deliver true business continuity and peace-of-mind to their clients.

The Continuum Ecosystem

- **Continuum Fortify** - Cybersecurity
- **Continuum Command** - Remote Monitoring and Management
- **Continuum Recover** - Backup and Disaster Recovery
- **Continuum Enable** - Advanced Learning
- **Continuum Assist** - Services and Consulting